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If you're seeing this message, it means we're having trouble uploading external resources to our website. If you're behind a web filter, make sure that the *.kastatic.org and *.kasandbox.org domains are unlocked. Learning objective Explaining the social structure, unique aspects, and decline of Zimbabwe's Great Key Points Greater
Zimbabwe is a ruined city in the hills of southeastern Zimbabwe today. It was the capital of the Kingdom of Zimbabwe during the late Iron Age of the country. Construction of the monument began in the 11th century and continued until the 15th century. David Beach believes that the city and its state, the Kingdom of Zimbabwe, flourished
from 1200 to 1500, although a somewhat earlier date for its disappearance is implicit in a description transmitted in the early 1500s to Joao de Barros. Its growth has been linked to the fall of Mapungubwe since around 1300, due to climate change or the increased availability of gold inside Greater Zimbabwe. Archaeological evidence
suggests that Greater Zimbabwe became a trading center, with a commercial network linked to Kilwa Kisiwani and spread to China. This international trade was mainly in gold and ivory. Zimbabwe's rulers brought artistic and stone masonry traditions from Mapungubwe. The construction of elaborate stone buildings and walls reached its
apex in the kingdom. Suggested causes for the decline and final abandonment of the city of Greater Zimbabwe have included a decline in trade compared to the far northerly sites, depletion of gold mines, political instability and famine, and water scarcity induced by climate change. At the beginning of the 11th century, people from the
Kingdom of Mapungubwe in southern Africa are believed to have settled on the Zimbabwe Plateau. There, they would establish the Kingdom of Zimbabwe around 1220. Nyatsimba Mutota of Greater Zimba established his dynasty on Chitakochangonya Hill, and the land he conquered would become the Kingdom of Mutapa. Within a
generation, Mutapa eclipsed Greater Zimbabwe. By 1450, the capital and most of the kingdom had been abandoned. A medieval kingdom (c. 1220-1450) located in modern Zimbabwe. Its capital, Greater Zimbabwe, is the largest stone structure in the precolonial south of Africa. A ruined city in the hills of southeastern Zimbabwe near Lake
Mutirikwe and the town of Masvingo. It was the capital of the Kingdom of Zimbabwe during the late Iron Age of the country. Construction of the monument began in the 11th century and continued until the 15th century. It is believed to have served as a royal palace for the local monarch. As such, it would have been used as the seat of
political power. Shona A bantu group in Zimbabwe and some neighboring countries. The main part of them is divided into five main clans and adjacent to some people of culture and languages very They created empires and states on the Zimbabwe Plateau. These states include the Kingdom of Zimbabwe (12th-16th century), the State,
and the states of Munhumutapa. Mapungubwe A precolonial state in southern Africa located at the confluence of the Shashe and Limpopo rivers, south of Greater Zimbabwe. It was the first stage of development that would culminate in the creation of the Kingdom of Zimbabwe in the 13th century and with gold trade links with Rhapta and
Kilwa Kisiwani on the East African coast. It lasted about 80 years, and at its peak its population was about 5,000 people. Greater Zimbabwe is a ruined city in the hills of southeastern Zimbabwe. It was the capital of the Kingdom of Zimbabwe during the late Iron Age of the country. Construction of the monument began in the 11th century
and continued until the 15th century. The exact identity of Zimbabwe's great builders is currently unknown. Local traditions recorded in the 18th and 19th centuries claim that the stones were built by the first Lemba. However, the most popular modern archaeological theory is that the buildings were erected by the ancient Shona. Origins
and growth Construction of stone buildings began in the eleventh century and continued for more than 300 years. The ruins of Greater Zimbabwe are some of the oldest and largest structures in southern Africa; are the second oldest after nearby Mapungubwe in South Africa. The most formidable building, commonly known as the Great
Enclosure, makes it the largest ancient structure south of the Sahara Desert. David Beach believes that the city and its state, the Kingdom of Zimbabwe, flourished from 1200 to 1500, although a somewhat earlier date for its disappearance is implicit in a description transmitted in the early 1500s to Joao de Barros. Its growth has been
linked to the fall of Mapungubwe since around 1300, due to climate change or the increased availability of gold inside Greater Zimbabwe. At its peak, it is estimated that Greater Zimbabwe had up to 18,000 inhabitants. The surviving ruins are built entirely of stone, spanning 730 ha (1,800 acres). Archaeological evidence of the economy
suggests that Greater Zimbabwe became a center for trade, with a commercial network linked to Kilwa Kisiwani (the historic center of the Kilwa sultanate; off the southern coast of present-day Tanzania in east Africa) and extending to China. This international trade was mainly in gold and ivory. Some estimates indicate that more than 20
million ounces of gold were extracted from the ground. This international trade was in addition to local agricultural trade, where livestock were particularly important. The large herd of cattle he supplied to the city moved seasonally and was administered by the court. Archaeological evidence also suggests a high degree of social
stratification, with the poorest residents living outside the city. Chinese ceramic fragments, Arabian coins, glass beads and other non-local. Despite these strong international trade ties, there is no evidence to suggest the exchange of between great Zimbabwe and other centres such as Kilwa Kisiwani. A tower of Greater Zimbabwe Greater
Zimbabwe is notable for its advanced masonry techniques. The ruins form three distinct architectural groups. They are known as the Hill Complex, the Valley Complex and the Large Enclosure. The Hill Complex is the oldest, and was occupied from the 9th to the 13th centuries. The Great Enclosure was occupied from the 13th to the 15th
centuries, and the Valley Complex from the 14th to the 16th centuries. Kingdom of Zimbabwe The Kingdom of Zimbabwe, of which great Zimbabwe was the capital, existed between 1220 and 1450 in modern Zimbabwe. Although formally established during the medieval period, archaeological excavations suggest that the formation of the
state here was considerably older. At the beginning of the 11th century, people from the Kingdom of Mapungubwe in southern Africa are believed to have settled on the Zimbabwe Plateau. There, they would establish the Kingdom of Zimbabwe around 1220. The 16th-century records left by explorer Joao de Barros indicate that greater
Zimbabwe appears to have been inhabited as recently as the early 1500s. Zimbabwe's rulers brought artistic and stone masonry traditions from Mapungubwe. The construction of elaborate stone buildings and walls reached its apex in the kingdom. The kingdom was taxing other rulers throughout the region. It was composed of more than
150 tributaries based in their own minor Zimbabweans (stone structures). The Kingdom controlled the ivory and gold trade from the interior to the southeast coast of Africa. Asian and Arabic products could be found in abundance. The great people of Zimbabwe extracted minerals such as gold, copper and iron. They also kept cattle. The
decline in the state and the causes of the city suggested for the decline and final abandonment of the city of Greater Zimbabwe have included a decline in trade compared to the far northerly sites, depletion of gold mines, political instability and famine, and water scarcity induced by climate change. Around 1430, Prince Nyatsimba Mutota
of Greater Zimbabwe traveled north in search of salt among the Shona-Tavara. He defeated the Tonga and Tavara with his army and established his dynasty on Chitakochangonya Hill. The land he conquered would become the Kingdom of Mutapa. Within a generation, Mutapa eclipsed Greater Zimbabwe as the economic and political
power in Zimbabwe. By 1450, the capital and most of the kingdom had been abandoned. The end of the kingdom resulted in a fragmentation of proto-Shona power. Two bases arose along a north-south axis. In the north, the Kingdom of Mutapa continued and even improved Zimbabwe's administrative structure. He did not carry out the
tradition of stone masonry to the extent of his predecessor. In the south, the Kingdom of Butua was established as a smaller but almost identical version of Both states were eventually absorbed into the largest and most powerful of Kalanga states, the Rozwi Rozwi
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